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much to improve health, hygiene, and child care in Palestine. They played a crucial role in helping to 
eliminate trachoma which was epidemic in Palestine at that time.

Winds Over Jerusalem describes the cruelty and mistreatment of the Jews by the Turks which 
included the expulsion of Jews from Palestine under the pretense that they were not loyal citizens. 
Utter starvation and lack of food along with the invasion of a plague of locusts made living in Palestine 
a daily fight for survival.

Parallels could be drawn between this book and Raquela by Ruth Gruber. While the time period of 
Gruber’s book is different, the suffering of the Jews under the British and the lack of food is similar 
to the experiences suffered by Landy. Both books describe the total commitment and dedication of 
these nurses who managed with very limited resources to effect change in the health and well-being of 
people living in the Holy Land. 

I would highly recommend Winds over Jerusalem for a synagogue library. It would make a good gift 
book for anyone going into the medical profession and it is also a good choice to buy for a young adult. 

Ellen Share, Librarian, Washington Hebrew Congregation, Washington, D.C.

Porat, Oded. ספר ברית המנוחה = Book of Covenant of Serenity. Jerusalem: Magnes Press, 2016. 601 pp. 
$50.00. (9789657755310). Hebrew.

Berit Menuhah is one of the most cryptic and mystifying works in Jewish mysticism. It contains 
elaborate names of angels, esoteric interpretations based on the nikkud (symbols of Hebrew punctuation), 
creative acronyms, mythical images and practical magic. First printed in 1648, it is found in a number of 
manuscripts, which often differ widely from each other and contain unique passages that may or may 
not have been part of the original work. Oded Porat, an accomplished young Kabbalah scholar, has 
prepared a critical edition that attempts to present this work in all its complexity. Besides a critical text 
(including editorial emendations) and textual variants, this new edition includes extensive footnotes 
that compare the themes and images in the work with similar concepts throughout and beyond the 
Kabbalistic corpus. The edition is preceded by an extensive introduction that places this work into a 
historical and phenomenological context.

The breadth of Porat’s familiarity with kabbalistic literature, in print and manuscript, and with the 
huge scholarly literature that has grown around it in recent years, is nothing short of breathtaking. 
While the book remains cryptic and challenging, it can now be studied with all the assistance that the 
best of modern scholarship can provide.

Pinchas Roth

Reiss, Dr. Fred. The Jewish Calendar: History and Inner Workings. CreateSpace Independent 
Publishing Platform (print on demand), 2017. 289 pp. $14.95. (9781544723822).

Reiss’ self-published book describes the history of the Jewish calendar, starting with its precursors 
during Mesopotamian, Egyptian, Greek, Roman and Gregorian times. Each of the nine chapters 
contains a review and exercises, and the work includes 42 tables, as well as figures, footnotes, formulas 
and numerical procedures. In addition, Reiss supplies three appendices (Calippus’ Correction to the 
Calendar, Molad Worksheet, and Year Equivalents within a Cycle), as well as answers to selected 
chapter exercises. The author is a retired public and Hebrew school teacher, administrator and university 
adjunct instructor. He has also written The Standard Guide to the Jewish and Civil Calendars. The layout of 
the text facilitates ease of reading; however, the author’s technical and mathematical approach to the 
subject makes this book more appropriate for Jewish educational institutions at high school, college 
and university levels. 

Susan Freiband, Retired Library Educator; Volunteer, Temple Librarian, Alexandria, Virginia
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